Get Intelligent Automation Solutions Today for a Successful Tomorrow

Automation is not about replacing man with machine or human agent with robot. It’s about supporting human ability and ingenuity so companies can do what they’re best at — creating and innovating.

Automation can help:
- Reduce effort for anything that involves repetitive tasks
- Streamline processes across the company
- Empower employees to focus on more important work

That’s why we’ve developed Solutions for Intelligent Automation (SIA).

Our solutions deliver sustained value and continuous improvement with an automation ecosystem powered by:
- Data analytics and autonomics
- Robotic process automation
- Cognitive automation and artificial intelligence

What can SIA do for you?

Shorten time to market by:
- Reducing product research and development timeline
- Automating the product launch dashboard and reporting
- Accelerating the regulatory affair submission process

Improve business efficiency by:
- Reducing friction of the global supply chain
- Ensuring business continuity and security across a single validated network
- Improving inventory turns, order to cash and customer experience across your digital business
- Automating your digital supply chain by linking demand, people, technology and risk

Increase enterprise growth:
Automated manual processes at Scapa’s newest production facility and upgraded the shop floor to the latest version of SAP Manufacturing Integration and Intelligence.

The results:
- Real-time data access
- Compliance with track-and-trace industry regulations
- Streamlined production processes across North American manufacturing plants
- Increased shop-floor efficiency and production

Enable a collaborative workforce of the future today with NTT DATA Services.
Visit nttdataservices.com/automation or contact us to learn more.